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Magazines & Periodicals
American Laboratory
Bio-IT World
Center Ring Media
Controlled Environments Magazine
Discover Magazine
Earth Magazine
Environmental Science & Technology
Eos
Forensic Magazine
Intelligent Aerospace
National Association of Science Writers
OnEarth
Optics & Photonics News
Popular Science
Science News
Scientific American
Utne Reader

Online
Eureka! @EurekaComedy
HealthIT and Biotech
@UCCharting
InsideScience.org
LiveScience.com
MetrologyWorld.com
OurAmazingPlanet.com
OutrightGeekery.com
PharmasAlmanac.com
Quartz online
Science Business online
science tracker
@sciencescience tracker2
ScienceandSociety.net
Space.com
STATnews.com
TechInsider.io